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There's days where sleep seems like a chore,
and others where sleep becomes a luxury that I

can't afford. 
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It's difficult to keep a sense of time when you
become indecisive in the matters of sleeping.
There's staying awake for hours on end, and
then the yawning occurs every second from

there on after. I guess I need to learn when to
relax and set a schedule of awake versus

unconscious. These ideas and excuses have to
stop at some point.



1.

This is when the chapters come to a close
Diamonds covered beneath the stone or sold to a

tired home
Tuesdays with broken dreams
Thursdays with scarred wings

The end I'm afraid of
A piece of me will stay in the school called home

Hun, sweetheart, $, and ducks
I don't want it to be over

The hourglass still holds grains of sand
These tears will never dry

A chance, just one
A vision, a belief in something more than a broken

child
  

Done
  

No more smoke filled eyes with the chanced smile
No more gatherings

No more laughs
Only memories

Dreams that'll last until death
My one true home



2.

If I were a song,
no one would listen.

Selected fews would bleed tears from drawn
bows

scratching along the violin held chords.
Eyes would peak beyond the normal grounds.
Heavens would fall before oppressed clouds.

Yet, the drums continue to play.
Soft sung melodies come forward,
as sunlight through misty clouds.

The words,
the sweet lyric of broken dreams,

don't exist for steady chaotic hymns.
Only the chipped could pick out what dreaded

sounds mean.



3.

I have anger surfacing within my heart.
Floating amongst the blood which allows me to

be.
It hasn't plagued me as the unwanted second

chance given to those souls of English grit
which surpassed The Great War.

I am lost and not to be found;
for dear fertilized grounds cannot bloom the

joys I've once held from an autumn rose.
No;

I see cracks along the brittle walls
as my home.



4.

My muddled heart wishes to stop beating,
To hang its body upon the world's plainly

coated ceilings,
As the life drips from a tombstone within,
And with slit wrists, the ink can run red.

A peppered sheep harvested at the family's
peak,

It's meant as a sacrifice, for one is destined to
breathe no more.

I'll arrive from the shadows to breathe new life
into forbidden wants, which none of the elder

statues know.
Upon the cross, I'll rip the skins free.

Bloodied by unwanted love to a new home
where the dove is to be flown by foolish belief,

then cast down by emitted disgrace because
this is not what the heaven's sparred.

I want to go free...



5.

Honor and nobility,
unlike any other.

  
She is what I hope to be.

  
By all means,

these lines which carry words and letters are
nothing in my hands;

For I can create world's,
but never live long enough to see it's grace.

  
Her hands with created speech,

give these works meaning;
I can look upon Venus near this whitened

moon and hope.
  

For I still in young thought,
am nothing more than a pawn in poetic chess.



6.

Is this not how spectral gods penned this life?
Mere Shakespearean in religious disguise.

Among the moonlit mornings and smoke-filled
midnight am I chosen, anointed as knight to
see what this marveled playwright begs ink to

write.
  

For I, Guilden-Rosencrantz, know not of
maddened Prince,

but I March with haste,
as along the lines must go this foul play.

  
Do trees not grow from rotten seeds?

Mere speculation can cause a mad man to drive
sane.

  
With this world, a broken stage,
reality is smeared upon the walls,

within bolted frames.



7.

Life is but a snowflake
  

Each is their own
  

None can match what has come before
  

So wandering eyes shed raindrops before the
masses reside in dear snow

  
Frolicking among the commons

  
Filled with joy as lives past encompasses these

newfound wonders
  

Each snowman set to melt
  

Each body set to bloom roses to new loves
  

Each experience differing which just is
  

Gliding till the skylines turn to soil



8.

Really
  

But not really
  

Some women make me think twice
  

Like wanting a piece of cake, but looking given
the wrong slice

  
We want the one with the strawberry on top,

  
so the girl we like will ask for it and we'll oblige

like a gentle disguise.
  

It's neither here nor there,
  

the mistakes we made together left a bruise on
skin so fair.



9.
One Second:

The amount of time for a heart to skip a beat,
The time taken to deny a struggling college

student,
The time used to give up hope and fall,

The moment you fall in love,
The moment you choose to leave where you're

from,
The spec of sand letting the head hang low,

The blink of an eye that has taken another life,
The flash before the accident,

The time taken to realize we are not:
  

lost,
  

forgotten,
  

alone,
  

hurt,
  

alive



10. 
I'm not well

I've fallen under duress
I don't believe appearance should dictate

feeling
I look fine

But my capsule is off kilter
As to say, my body needs a break

Mentally and physically I'm teetering on a
continued breakdown

This lack of oxygen is forceful with its grip
  

Questioned here and there
"Where are you going?"

"Why do they need you?"
"Are you sure that you're working towards

something real?"
Somewhere I have to be

  
I'm consistent like Starbucks filled with moms

This is as real as it gets in a world so broken
I'm convincing myself that there's worth in this

I think the pills are kicking in now
That's why I can see the noise coming off the

clouds



11.

I spoke to God once
At least one incarnation of him

Or her
I'll never understand what divinity means
A higher being pointing where to go next

And who will be there when the moment is just
right

  
A GPS with a default on the coordinate plane

Spiritual mathematics
X is us and the equation isn't finished until you

turn 60
Sometimes it's complete where you're 3

You meet someone and multiply
Then add 20 years and the family divides

Grandchildren become exponents
The only sureness is Logs based 10

And a wife is into a parenthesis



Another equation resulting in another multiple
And then the tears turn into Pi

Because it never ends
Overjoyed because the like terms combined to

simplify
Depressed because one digit was subtracted

and never can be replaced
Suicidal, but then the X's would cancel and

leave us without a solution
But it's complete

X=1
And the problem is solved

And you're replaced, looking for Y



12.

I'd ask for another coffee
Something warm to bring back some color

I don't think I've slept in days
This the point where it begins to fall apart

Where a heart is pulled in two
Holding onto the lasting strings that bind the

pages together
It's nearing spring

I just wish to see the autumn leaves
Walking to class

Leaving my new home for an hour
To be bombarded with "Good Morning" pop

scripts
Pulled into a conversation about theories and

women
To see her walk in and smile

Her head on my shoulder
Telling me that she couldn't sleep either

I have to go
I just need to leave and pray for fall

I hope she's there
I don't even know her name



13.

They ask: "Why not stay?"
A simple answer cannot explain my reason

No motives are too just
I can't justify why I want to leave

I just need to go
This want comes down to money

How can I live in a city I know nothing of?
A young bird heads off to hunt for the sake of

life
The same bird is found lifeless out of breath

It's the chance to venture forth
A chance I desperately desire

With tears streaming across each cheek
I beg and plead for this chance

To live or die as the young bird taking flight



14.

She's a tulip
Modest and eccentric

Colorful and meaningful
Near a favorite and constant in mind

Her name lines notebooks
Notebooks failing to stay unwritten

Page after page
A tulip sketched in ink
No one's in high school

But the pages show otherwise
A lab can only last for so long until the solution

coagulates
And here I am

Tulip on the top right corner of my report



15.

The lights are out
The sun is down

My shelves are dull of excitement
Except the fishing hat

It shines in this dark room
Like the glow-in-the-dark sticker pack Mom

bought when I was young
It's dull green glow transforms with every

passing hour
Changing into purples and Blues

As if the Alaskan skies are in a snow globe
Clouds merging with moving glows

I like it



16.

Is this me?
Or are you what I want to believe?

A pane of glass can't tell what reality could
become

Like a cloud can't predict the slips along high
school walkways

I figured that I'd be alone always
But this, is always beside me

I knew you walked around during midnight
When all the lights are gone and you just look

into my eyes
Disappointed

My IDs can't tell me who you are
I guess it's true

When you finally wake up, real doesn't feel
right



17.

Flowers speak softly during winter
Holding their lasting breaths as the time falls

within the hourglass
Watching and nodding

In bitter silence, they take in the scenes acted
before them

A man and woman meeting a bitter separation
A child born in a lost home

A mother gone as the clouds of bitter cold pass
overhead

Yet these men, women, and children shed no
tears

Stone faced they walk along toppled gardens
With no emotion
With no sensation

Another winter without humanity



18.

Most nights I look towards the stars
I wonder if Mary knew of me

She wrote of a creature without no name
Without a forgiving soul

An innocence barred by wonder
Stalked in lone stares and dark woods
I dream this place to be meant for the

brightened smiles I do not posses
Nor do I desire the brightened skies as my

family falls apart
With their hidden smiles and false happiness

My heart tears in two as despair seeps between
these walls

But where am I to turn?
No key opens these once unbroken key locks

So I'll sit on this growing moss
Waiting for stitches to fix the once uncut mold





19.

Each day pans out the same
From morning to night in the exact same way

There's a schedule in mind
What to do and where I need it

Like most things
I just keep it secret

The same as women clutching onto a gift from
Victoria's Secret

It's not seen 
But it's a thing known

What's in my mind's bag is well-kept
More like chaotic when I'm waiting for a friend

In a library counting the minutes until she
arrives

People watching
But I'm too afraid to keep a disguise

A hidden cop-out whenever I catch eyes
It could be the library assistant

She's about 5'5" with long brown hair
Each day around 1:30 

She passes and pushes in the same chair at the
computer station



Every now and then
We catch a glimpse 

Smile and nod
Blinking twice as the encounter ends

Still sitting and waiting for this friend of mine
About 10 more minutes until she parks her car

and heads up the stairs
Through window glass doors and a metal

detector 
Finding me in and out of a textbook to trade

thoughts and short conversation
But that's in ten minutes

The tone tends to be serious in these small
cubicles

To my left is a guy with glasses or a hat
To my right is a girl out of the ordinary with

changing colored hair
To be out of the ordinary loses the defining

description as this is everyday
Every minute feels like ten 

And I wait anxiously before our class is to begin
As each desert minute passes

I catch a glimpse at the daily reminders of a
lonesome Valentine's Day 



Not to be sorry or pitiful 
But I'm captivated by beauty

Ever since I was 4 I knew that girls and women
would grab my attention

They were different from me
Smelling nicer as the years progressed

Since I was 5
I found myself falling in love with a new girl

each year
I'm the quiet type

So talking was never a forte, but a mistake
When I found myself a new crush 

I followed with head nods and constant yes
Sharing new colored pencils or markers mom

and dad bought for the new year
They warned about sharing

But what young boy wouldn't share with
beautiful brown eyes?

Or black?
Or blue?

Or green eyes?
Green stood for envy

At least that's what I was told



Like Marc Antony to Caesar
I followed what my friends had asked of me
I followed what the girls would ask for favor

And I would shy away and turn red when a girl
thought I was cute

Or handsome
Even still

I can't seem to grasp the concept of accepting a
compliment

I grew up stating manners in mind
Rehearsing what I should say in the presence of

authority
Being cautious of who I spoke to 
Especially keen on the situation

When a girl would cry
I would leave

Unless by force
To which I stayed with one arm

Across the shoulder
Palm on the shoulder

No sliding 
No back consoling

Followed by questions that allowed for her to
speak her mind



A pressure release on a fire hydrant
Leading the way to clarity

As nasal spray does to a sinus
Nothing too drastic

Even in younger years 
I could spot a problem before it were to occur

But I would back away slowly
Or become opaque to the scene

I love backgrounds and studying the reality
As I fell in love each year

I became the spider on the corner ceiling
Studying what these feelings were

And the possible scenarios
None of which came true

But with my forgotten love 
Was an awakening of advice

None of which I personally took
But willing gave and sacrificed for other's happy

ending
To which would last year's
Or end in a matter of days

New love each year and new mindful romances
that would see the darkened lights

None of which would come to fruition



Mind it that I do wish cupid's arrow would
strike at the moment she is struck

Whomever she may be
For who I saw as beautiful

Others saw as strange
Or odd in a quiet sense

But never in dread
Or in a happiness doubt

As 1:40 hits
She walks through the window glass doors

A few friendly waves and small talk
Class in 20 minutes with time to enjoy in trade

So as laughs are shared and moments are
mindfully created

The days follow a pattern
From 1:30 with two blinks and a grin
To the time between 1:30 and 1:40 

Where my mind wanders and funnels into
elongated dreams

And each second I think she's beautiful
But as we push in our chairs and head passed

the library assistant
One more smile and head nod



Through the metal detector and window glass
doors

Down the stairs and towards the hour and
fifteen minute class

Where we discuss what paintings speak and
poets think

Where words in stories become overly thought
discussions

And I wish to learn more from these romantics
I think every girl I've fallen for is beautiful

It is the eyes
The poetic windows of the soul

When innocence and suns glimmer meet to
capture my heart

But this friend of mine is just that and should
be nothing more than best

And through these classroom doors
We continue on and on

Every other day
The same





20.

Slaving to stay inbound
Controlling the team of we

Little or no effort from the one
The one who should've been the one

Day and night on a bus ride
Knowing that I'd make it in one piece
Fifteen minutes from where she was

This team was all we had
Miles away

There was nothing that we could do
  

A year later
I'm still working hard to be a writer

Listening to the overly optimistic comments
Labels on my glass

Calling me a rising star
Shine in the midnight

More or less 
This is my commitment

To leave behind good words that breathe new
air in the brown stained skies

Lasting heartbroken and caged in
  



I love the words that make no sense
Each combination coats the sky with questions 

No one else can see
Except me

I go back to what she meant to me
The time I held my head below ground

Drowning in pity
Convincing was love to a man caged into 

Away from the joys of society and its dangers
Has there been such innocence?

  
Each letter and message blinding my tiresome

eyes
Dark circles beside the nose bridge

Not truly awake
Not truly asleep

Invested into a love that could never happen
Rising star in my eyes
A light in gray skies

  



21.

God turns to blinded eyes
As fateful pleas begin to rise

With disciples upon the cross
Giving life for a heart once lost
We envision life as a merry pass

As family dreams are soon to crash
Let us who wish
Be last to miss

The lightened cries
By hearts demise

And here those lies
They send in prayer disguise

As darkness falls
Near romantic walls

We failed to die
By Arthur's might
In archaic design

Believe we are fine
As mirrors sing

With heaven's wings
Lay buried dreams

Along Devils seams
And never see

Lives we want to believe



22.

Wasn't long ago
Taking bus rides to a motel room

Calling it home
Tears filling my eyes with each passing day

Sharing benches with lost minds
Waiting for Tuesdays to calm the yelling

Silencing the hardships ahead
Lettering the walls with molded queues

Stage cues from uninspired actors
With fixed eyes set to Venus

I wish to see what beauty the sea washes to
offer

Along the bays and coasts
Amongst the stars

I feel for the puppy in the window display
As the buses emptied to the lasting stop

And night emerged from apt he devil's heart
I lost hope in the reflected glass

With fingerprints stained upon a life scarred by
its past



23.

There are the days where I drive along the highways
Feeling no sensation of moving

Losing sight of where I am and where I'm headed to
My mind disconnects

Yet, I still go along the straightaways 
Calm, tranquil

It's in this state where my heart sinks
Falling beneath the speeding undercarriage

Dragging along the gravel
And I think that this may be where a love's ear may

never come
Where I may not drive with seats of roses

Where I may not call to say goodnight
It is the day when I let the storyteller continue
When I wait for the speaker to turn the page

Anxious and eager to know if the Great Author has
written a joyful me

But as Pinocchio to Geppetto 
I look for the scissors to cut the strings

To leave these pages
But stop signs ahead

And traffic to a pause
I continue on the road many have traveled along





24.

Tonight
I fail

Drowning in seas of empty minds
Without logic to make sense of my lost words

I struggle 
Holding to bare lyrics with false compare

Giving beauty to thee in imagined love
She deserves more

She deserves the light which touch the earth
Caressing the lands that spread beyond beauty
Neither night nor day give me the strength to

move mountains 
To pluck the roses she desires

  
By God, she's requires more than common

metaphors
For stars know not of her unflawed

complexions
Nor a newborn to soft touch
Men tend to spring flowers

Praying for blossoms as a lady's beauty
Giving truth to those with common and false

compare



With eyes bright
Bringing the days with sure delight

She deserves better than weakened scripts from
a poet's writ

As eternal stars glitter beyond the night



25.

Oranges in yellow trees
Wondering where the nights came from

Leaving here and now for darkened cerebral
realities

Drowning in mounds of lyric
Falling for what should've been

With underlying screams of Heaven Angels
Hell

Stuck in walls 
Fallen mystics

With prayer hands unknown



26.

Speakers live
Only to be dust in a spring breeze

Forgotten people behind lyric mountains
Giving plugs to broken ideas

Broken mantras
To be dust upon mantles

Floating beyond the trees as volcanic ash
Before the bullets fire

They wish for a way





27.
Chances are

You figured I'd slip up
Figured I'd be wanting to be accepted back

Figured I'd be wanting her back
Figured I'd be wanting to spend time with

everyone like back then
Figured I'd be failing

Figured I'd be stuck in the middle
Figured I'd be in a street, lifeless

  
Chances are that I'm dead

Only ghosts speak with such brilliance
In shuttered windows 

Lights creeping through cracked walls
Murky air gravitating towards a lifeless room

  
Chances are I just began to write my name in

stone
English textbooks and poetic hallways

Where the words of the outspoken speak
volumes

Speaking what hearts admire
What hearts desire

In nuance fires



Chances are I'm leaving this for you to find
In hopes that you realize that dreams are never

far-fetched 
Goals aren't necessary to be met

Gods are mortals amongst the common people
Living in terrors of society with hidden needs

Tattered and bloodied for eternal nights
Singing to the stars

Wishing upon broken trees and fallen hearts
Washing dirt in the joyous tears of fallen artists

Gods among you
You among gods

Sickening, in disgust
And broken by lost love




